
Multi-Sensory Experience (MUSE) 
For The Mobile World

About MUSE

A blockchain based network for creating, sharing, and monetizing novel digital experiences such as ads, art, moments, images and videos that can be 
touched and felt through a touchscreen transforming how the world experiences and interacts with a brand.

Mega - Network Of New Multisensory Experiences
FeelCoin by Muse Development LLC,  is the unit of exchange for the Haptagram Network, a mega-network with novel content imbued with touch 
combined with sight, and sound that is now possible.  Leveraging blockchain and smart contracts, FeelCoin gives a new generation of content makers, 
professional developers, and publishers greater economic power to monetize individual creativity through an entirely new dimension of experience on 
a touchscreen. This is Muse.

The Haptagram(™) Network
Transforming a single-dimensional image into a multi-sensory 
experience of touch, sight, and sound that is responsive,remarkable, 
and remembered. We call these transformed images Haptagrams.

 � Revolution in social media in 
the way people perceive the 
value of digital goods fulfilling 
essential human needs of joy, 
attention, physical contact, 
status, and connection

 � Enabling new, yet uncovered 
wants and new expressive 

     possibilities

Muse solves these challenges today

Brands struggle with  user engagement in trying to replicate 
the physical elements of consumption in the digital realm, 
searching for ways to improve accessibility and to restore 
materiality to the dematerialized world of the internet.

Individuals are continuously trying to make content that’s 
engaging to others and stands out from that created by their 
peers.

Use Cases

Business and brands

Brands can  license and use sensations from the library, then create 
and deliver novel touchable digital experiences -Haptagrams(™) - 
within their marketing, products, and media presence to improve 
user engagement, enhance HMI1  experience, drive in-app 
purchases and increase viewer retention and subscriptions

Content creators, artists, and publishers

Through the Haptagram2  Network and the Sensations library, 
content creators, artists, creative professionals, and publishers can 
make, share, and sell unique sensations and Haptagrams3  that 
could be made available also as NFTs

Creativity Unleashed

Q1

1. FeelCoin Presale

Q2

1. Composer Launch

2. 250th Sensation Created

Q3

1. Muse V2 launch

Q4

1. 1000th Haptagram 
Created

2. 1000th Haptagram 
Traded

Q5

1. 100K daily platform 
connections

Q6

1. 1000th 
creator/publisher

2. 10th 3rd party app using 
muse SDK

Q7

1. GAFAM
Haptagram Support

2. 100th Brand using
Haptagrams

Experience Our Apps Now
Click the icon feelcoin.io
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FeelCoin © 2021– The tokens are not being offered or distributed, and cannot be resold or otherwise transferred by their holders to citizens that are by 
definition natural and legal persons, having their habitual residence, location or their seat of incorporation in the country or territory where transactions 
with digital tokens are prohibited or in any manner restricted by applicable laws or regulations

  1 Human-Machine Interface

  2 Haptagrams can include multiple sensations

  3 In the future, any touchable digital content produced by a creator could also be tied to NFTs with its own supply from 1 to (n).

 

Unique Position

Our deep domain expertise, industry engagement, and blockchain technology combined with our proven ability to deliver disruptive products, presents 
a  unique opportunity through FeelCoin to set the foundation for next-generation digital experiences that are far more engaging and rewarding.

120 peer-reviewed 
papers on core 

technology

Multiple scientific 
awards

Over 20 years of prior 
academic research in 

world class institutions

 

Token Sale
Hard Cap (when all
allocated tokens are sold)

$22,846,000.0

Soft Cap $3,807,000.00

Max token supply 1,880,000,000

Tokens available for 
pre-sale

56,400,000

Token pre-sale token price $0.0675

 

 

For the FeelCoin sale, we will accept Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), 
Binance (BNB), US Dollars, and Euros

Currency Accepted

Token Distribution
$FEEL Token Allocation

Team Dev & Advisors
30%

Creators & Incentives
20%

Liquidity
8%

Reserve
14%

Pre - Sale
3%

Crowd - Sale 
(Total)

18%
IDO
2%

Acqusitions
5%

Roadmap

 

Tokenomics
What is FeelCoin ?
FeelCoin ($FEEL), a BEP-20 token built on the Binance Smart 
Chain, for the Muse and Studio apps as the unit of exchange for the 
Haptagram Network.  FeelCoins are required to access the SDKs 
and Muse development tools to create, share, and monetize 
novel multisensory experiences of touch, sight and sound on a 
smartphone.

The essential benefits of the FeelCoin are: 

Incentivise and reward 
network participants 

Strengthen the growth and 
creation of the community

Harness the value of the 
network utilities

Boost network effects

Why FeelCoins ?
FeelCoins are offered for sale to provide access to the apps, SDKs, 
Haptagram Network, the Sensations Library, and the Muse 
platform:

FeelCoin
Sale Start

Revolutionizing content and hyper-engaging the audience

 � Brands spend half a trillion dollars each  year to engage users online and  capture their attention;

 � 70% of the images viewed are brand images

 � We experience all this content touching glass screens. Lifeless glass! Thousands of hours touching glass and feeling nothing. Imagine 
that!

Empowering the passion economy by transforming the creation and consumption of digital media through the 
sense of touch.

 � Nearly 5 billion smartphone users

 � 1.8 billion new images uploaded every day

FeelCoin Sale

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/tactai-muse/id1547073693
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.tactai.muse
http://feelcoin.io/

